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The first team sport was given to the First Nations by the Creator. The first players called it â€œThe

Creatorâ€™s Gameâ€•. Flamethrowers, guardians of the game, were given special sticks by the

Creator to teach and watch over the sport. But there was a betrayal, a Nation lost, and the Creator

removed the Flamethrowers from the earth. But they left something behindâ€¦ Kenny lives in a

mining town located on the iron Range in Minnesota. His entire family plays hockey. Only one

problem for Kenny, he hates hockey. Then fate finds Kenny in a cave where he discovers a stone

box containing a special stick. Kenny seeks out a storyteller to find out the origin of the stick. Join

Kenny as he searches for the story and discovers a dark side that he must face.
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Purchased for my 13 yr. old lax player, he loved it and wants a sequel... Combined his love of the

sport with a good storyline. A great gift alternative from the typical sports gifts that kids receive.

We got the book for our grandson to read. He is in his third season of lacrosse. We thought he

would enjoy having some background/history of the game presented in a story with kids close to his

age especially since he enjoys hockey as well as lacrosse. For an adult it is an easy read and not

alot of concentration required but interesting lacrosse lore but the grandson really enjoyed the story

and could relate to how kids would feel in the family situation and the mystery situation so we like

the book



well done look at the study of lacrosse from the early history of the sport as it relates to the

foundation of the peoples. There is more interaction among the characters than a lacrosse game

story. It is a very fast pace storyline which constantly builds to a very dramatic ending. This story will

keep all readers turning the pages waiting for the next surprising activity. The author did a fantastic

job of bringing the history of the Flamethrowers to a well developed and well written conclusion.

Well done.

My son LOVED this book, he wishes there was another, as it seems to indicate it is a series. He

discovered lacrosse this past spring, and has really enjoyed it. He is tough to find things to read to

hold his interest, and he read this in 2 days this summer!!

My 11 Year old son, who started his obsession with Lacrosse 4 years ago, is amazed by this book.

He cannot put it down and stays up late reading. He will easily complete it in a week, because it is

such a good read. He is a good reader, but likes to start, but not finish books due to boredom. I can't

wait to get it from him and see for myself. He is already looking forward to volume II.

A very well written mystery. Follow the characters as they journey on their search for answers and

try to find out what happened to their friend. This book goes right along with the movie "Crooked

Arrows" as lacrosse and the "Creator's game" coincide.

I liked that it showed ancient lacrosse and it had a taste of Harry Potter because the lacrosse sticks

had powers. They were sort of like wands. I loved how Kenny chose lacrosse over hockey! I liked

the subject of lacrosse because I have been playing since I was in kindergarten and that's a long

time! It's great to see a fiction book about this ever popular sport!

My 13 year old son has played lacrosse for 4 years now, and he could not put this book down!!!He

read it in just a few days too!This book was written a few years back, when is volume II coming

out??
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